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Spanish socialists conspire to give a lesson to the Government at the polls
Rajoy accused of lying and manipulating

Madrid, 04.12.2015, 10:53 Time

USPA NEWS - "This Government of lying, let's give a lesson really winning on December 20," said the secretary general of the
Socialist Party, Pedro Sanchez, at the start of the electoral campaign for the legislative elections in Spain.

Sanchez called the vote for "a great socialist majority put up the Spain of the rights, freedoms and opportunities they deserve the
Spaniards." Earlier, in a pre-start meeting of the electoral campaign for the legislative elections of December 20, the secretary general
of the Socialist Party (PSOE its acronym in Spanish) appealed to voters left to unite against "Government of lies that has handled
everything" and warned that "if the majority is divided, the change is slow and, therefore, we must vote for the PSOE to win the
majority."

The leader of the Socialists is convinced that the polls are wrong and the PSOE will win the elections, and said that "we will make
proposals with projects for future generations and policies to end the lack of opportunities, inequality, corruption, lack of trust in
institutions and the challenges of coexistence." He had words for the Prime Minister, Mariano Rajoy, who is "the worst president of
democracy; it is a fraud and that he will lose the elections," Sanchez said.

The pre-election surveys place the PSOE in second place behind the conservative PP, but closely threatened by the centrist Citizens,
which is the first time presents a legislative and experience the strongest growth of all political parties. About the leader of Citizens,
Albert Rivera, Sanchez said: "If you support the labor reform of Rajoy, medical copayments and are against quotas for women and
men, have 20 years less, but you're the same right of PP."
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